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Abstract

The atomistic structure, energetics, and electronic structure of single substitutional Ce and

La defects and double substitutional Ce-La defects in Ce,La-codoped yttrium aluminum garnet

(YAG) Y3Al5O12 have been studied by means of first-principles periodic boundary conditions

density-functional theory calculations. Single substitution of Y by Ce or by La produces atomistic

expansions around the impurities which are significantly smaller than the ionic radii mismatches

and the overall lattice distortions are found to be confined within their second coordination spheres.

In double substitutional defects, the impurities tend to be as close as possible. La-codoping Ce:YAG

provokes an anisotropic expansion around Ce defects. The Ce impurity introduces 4f occupied

states in the 5.0 eV computed gap of YAG, peaking 0.25 eV above the top of the valence band, and

empty 4f , 5d, and 6s states starting at 3.8 eV in the gap and spreading over the conduction band.

La-codoping produces very small effects on the electronic structure of Ce:YAG, the most visible

one being the decrease of covalent bonding with one of the oxygen atoms, which shifts 0.05 Å away

from Ce and gets 0.04 Å closer to La in the most stable Ce-La double substitutional defect.

PACS numbers: 71.55.-i, 61.72.-y, 61.72.J-
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I. INTRODUCTION

Yttrium aluminum garnet Y3Al5O12, or YAG, doped with Ce3+ is a blue-to-yellow con-

verter phosphor used in white light solid-state lighting devices.1,2 A search for alternative

phosphors, which present a higher efficiency and a better color-rendering index than Ce:YAG,

is now on the way because of the growing interest in the development of highly efficient lamps

for illumination.3–7

One of the lines followed in this search for new phosphors is codoping,3–5 because

codopants are long ago known to be able to act as co-activators and as wavelength shifters.

For instance, Tb3+ in Ce:YAG acts as a co-activator, enhancing the red spectral emission

intensity and improving the color rendering index.3 Gd3+ and La3+ in Ce:YAG shift the

yellow luminescence of Ce3+ to longer wavelengths (red shift),8,9 and, on the contrary, Ga3+

shifts it to shorter wavelengths (blue shift).1,8,9 These differential shifts formed the basis

of an empirical rule which is in use,5 according to which substitutions of the dodecahedral

Y3+ by larger ions red shift the Ce3+ emission and substitutions of the octahedral Al3+ by

larger ions blue shift it.8,9 The lattice constants increase with both types of codopants, Gd3+

or La3+ on one side and Ga3+ on the other,9 which complicates the interpretations on the

basis of increasing and decreasing crystal field splittings of the Ce3+ 5d shell,5 and makes it

difficult to advance predictions. For instance, a compression of the local lattice surrounding

the Ce3+ ions accompanying the expansion of the whole lattice was proposed in order to

explain the red shift of the luminescence of Ce:YAG upon Gd3+-codoping.10 Also in this

line, codoping with Mg2+ and Si4+ red shifts the Ce emission8 and a similar red shift was

anticipated by codoping with Mg2+ and Ti4+, but a blue shift was found instead and the

luminescence was severely quenched.5

Besides the manipulation of the luminescence of the Ce defects, codoping YAG with Ce

and other rare earths finds other applications. For instance, Ce-codoping Nd:YAG was found

to enhance near-infrared emission from the Nd defects two orders of magnitude.11

Dopants may substitute for different atoms at several sites in YAG. Perfect garnets are

usually described in terms of a 160 atom body-centered cubic unit cell (80 atom primitive

cell), which contains eight formula units of A3B
′
2B

′′
3O12, where A, B′ and B′′ are cations

in different symmetry sites. In YAG, A≡Y is eightfold coordinated in a distorted cubic D2

local site, B′ ≡Al is in an octahedral environment, and B′′ ≡Al in a tetrahedral environment.
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Idealized cubic YAG belongs to the Ia3̄d (230) space group, with Y in 24(c) sites, Aloct in

16(a) sites, Altet in 24(d) sites, and the remaining 96 oxygen atoms in (h) sites, which depend

on three x, y and z internal parameters.12 Optically active Ce3+ impurities are known to

substitute for Y3+ at D2 (c) sites.1,9 These sites are also occupied by inactive Lu3+, Gd3+, and

La3+ red shift inducing impurities5,9,13, whereas Ga3+ and In3+ blue shift leading impurities

substitute for Al3+ ions.5

A necessary condition in order to understand the factors that govern how the Ce:YAG

luminescence depends on codoping and, ultimately, to be able to control the color of the

Ce:YAG: phosphor via codoping, is to acquire a detailed knowledge of the local structures

of the double or multiple substitutional defects at the atomistic level, as well as of their

electronic structures. From this starting point, one can explore how the geometrical and

electronic distortions induced by codoping change the manifold of excited states involved in

the absorption and luminescent processes. This holds also for the mechanisms that control

the energy transfer between Ce3+ and other rare earth codopants in materials like, i.e.,

Ce,Nd:YAG. However, experimental data on the detailed structures of the double defects

created by codoping are not presently available. Obtaining such information by experimental

techniques, like extended X-ray absorption fine-structure EXAFS, is very difficult and, as a

matter of fact, not even the local structure of the single substitutional defect CeY is known.

In this paper, we report the results of periodic-boundary-conditions DFT calculations

of the local structures and the electronic structures of CeY and LaY single substitutional

defects in YAG (Y2.875Ce0.125Al5O12 or Ce:YAG and Y2.875La0.125Al5O12 or La:YAG, respec-

tively), and of the double substitutional CeY-LaY defects resulting from Ce3+ and La3+

co-doping (Y2.75Ce0.125La0.125Al5O12 or Ce,La:YAG), all of them in their ground states. A

few first-principles studies on perfect YAG and other garnets are available,14–19 as well as

on some of its local defects, such as antisite defects20 and Ce3+ single substitutional de-

fects.21 Also, some pair-potential empirically parametrized atomistic simulations aimed at

describing the energetics of formation of a number of defects such as impurities, interstitials

and vacancies are also available.22–24 However, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first

first-principles theoretical study in which the atomistic structures of double substitutional

defects Ce,La:YAG are calculated, as well as the associated electronic structures. Wave

function based embedded-cluster calculations on the manifolds of excited states of the most

stable double defects found in this paper, aimed at finding why La-codoping produces a red
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shift of the Ce luminescence, have been reported elsewhere.25

The methodological details are presented in Sec. II, the results on the materials with

single substitutional defects, Ce:YAG and La:YAG, are shown and discussed in Sec. IIIA

an those on the material with double substitutional defects, Ce,La:YAG, in Sec. III B. The

conclusions are presented in Sec. IV.

II. DETAILS OF THE CALCULATIONS

All the structures of the single and double defects and their electronic structure anal-

yses have been computed with the periodic boundary conditions self-consistent SIESTA

method,26,27 using density functional theory28,29 (DFT) within the generalized gradient ap-

proximation (GGA) as formulated by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof30,31 (PBE). Within this

approach, the structures of all defects and the bonding properties are expected to be reli-

able. The details of the electronic structures related to Ce-4f and Ce-5d, particularly of their

differences, should be taken with caution. We used norm-conserving pseudopotentials32 in

the Kleinman-Bylander form.33 For Y, Al, and O, we used those previously generated15 for

the reference configurations Y(5s24p64d1), Al(3s23p1), and O(2s22p4) and for Ce and La

the relativistic version34 for the reference configurations Ce3+(5s24p64f1) and La3+(5s24p6)

generated in Ref. 25. Nonlinear partial-core corrections35 and semicore states to account for

large core-valence overlap have been used for Y and La. Atomic basis sets of double-ζ plus

polarization quality have been used for all atoms: Y(5s5s′4p4p′5p4d4d′), Al(3s3s′3p3p′3d),

O(2s2s′2p2p′3d), Ce(5s6s6s′5p5p′6p5d5d′4f), and La(5s6s6s′5p5p′6p5d5d′4f). The basis

sets of Y, Al, and O have been generated in Ref. 15 and those of Ce and La have been

optimized in Ref. 25 in a similar manner, using the fictitious enthalpy method of Anglada et

al.36 in cubic CeAlO3 and LaAlO3 perovskites (with experimental lattice constants a =3.82 Å

and 3.74 Å respectively). The pseudopotentials and basis sets of Y, Al, and O have previ-

ously been used in calculations of perfect YAG, yttrium aluminum perovskite YAlO3 (YAP),

Al2O3, Y2O3, and antisite defects in YAG, with satisfactory results.15,20 Those of La have

been checked in calculations of lattice constants and internal parameters of rombohedral

LaAlO3 and cubic and hexagonal La2O3, with satisfactory results which are summarized in

Table I. The charge density is projected on a uniform grid in real space, with an equiva-

lent plane-wave cutoff of 380 Ry, in order to calculate the exchange-correlation and Hartree
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matrix elements. Total energy calculations have been converged with respect to k-space

integration; a k grid cutoff of 15.0 Bohr was used. All calculations are spin-polarized.

All geometry optimizations have been performed without imposing any symmetry restric-

tions in the position of all atoms in the unit cell, using a conjugate gradient method, with a

force tolerance of 0.04 eV/Å. Starting geometries were generated from the computed atom-

istic structure of perfect YAG15 (a=12.114 Å, x(O)=-0.036, y(O)=0.0519 and z(O)=0.1491,

in good agreement with experiment,12) upon substitution of Y atoms by Ce and/or La atoms

to generate the single and double substitutional defects. We have explored the change in

the volume of the unit cell produced by the substitutions by allowing the cell to breath after

optimization of a defect. We obtained lattice constant increments of +0.11% in Ce:YAG25

and +0.25% in La:YAG. These lattice expansions are small enough so as to consider neg-

ligible their effects on the local structures, which are the goal in this work, so that all the

coordinates and energies in the paper correspond to a=12.114 Å.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Ce and La single substitutional defects in YAG

1. Structure

The structural distortions around the single substitutional defects CeY and LaY cor-

responding to the doped materials Y2.875Ce0.125Al5O12 and Y2.875La0.125Al5O12 (one single

substitutional defect per YAG unit cell) are summarized in Table II, where the displace-

ments of the atoms in the first and second coordination shells are shown. No significant

displacements have been found in atoms in the third shell and beyond, all of them being

smaller than 0.005 Å.

Both Ce and La produce an expansion around them, as expected from the analysis of

the ionic radii. The expansions of the first shells are, however, significantly smaller than the

ionic radii mismatches: according to Shannon’s ionic radii37 of trivalent Y, Ce and La in

8-fold coordination (1.019, 1.143 and 1.16 Å respectively), the computed expansions of the

first shell of oxygens are only one third and one fifth of the mismatch in Ce:YAG and one

half in La:YAG. Having in mind the contrasted reliability of the method used here (both

the SIESTA technical components and the PBE DFT functionals) and that a very similar
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expansion has been found by Gracia et al.21 in wave function CASSCF/CASPT2 embedded

cluster calculations on Ce:YAG, which are also reliable and fully independent of the present

calculations, the above observation points out that ionic radii mismatches can only be taken

as a qualitative indication, but not as a means to compute quantitative distortions, as it has

previously been concluded out of embedded cluster structural calculations.38,39 The distance

elongations created by La are larger and more homogeneous than those created by Ce (O1

and O2 expand almost the same in La:YAG, 3.3% and 3.1%, whereas O1 expand the double

of O2 in Ce:YAG, 1.7% and 0.9%). However, although they are not large in any case, the

lateral displacements are significantly bigger in La:YAG (0.02 Å for La-O2 and 0.03 Å for

La-O1) than in Ce:YAG, where they are basically negligible. The overall distortion might

well be described as a breathing expansion both in Ce:YAG and La:YAG, but specially in

the first case. The structure of the first shell found in Ce:YAG is similar to that of a previous

embedded cluster ab initio calculation21, where the Ce-O1 and Ce-O2 distances were 2.370

and 2.441 Å and the O1a-Ce-O1b angle was 72.4◦.

The distortions of the second coordination shell are small but not negligible; the largest

ones correspond to the Alatet atoms, which belong to the AlO4 moieties that share two oxygens

with the MO8 reference moiety (O1a and O1b). Observing the structures of these AlatetO4

moieties and their deformation when the CeY and LaY substitutional defects are formed is

interesting for two reasons. One of them is that a popular description of YAG corresponds

to a set of ionically bonded Y3+, Al3+, and (AlO4)
5− units. Another one is the observation

that the chains -Y-AlO4-Y-AlO4- are particularly tight in YAG [a -AlO4-Y-AlO4- fragment

of this chain along the x axis is shown in Fig. 1]. This observation, which was not reported

before to the best of our knowledge, is shown by the facts that d(M-Alatet) is significantly

shorter than d(M-Albtet) [Albtet belongs to a AlO4 moiety that shares one oxygen atom only

with MO8] and the angles α(O1a-Alatet-O1b) and α(Oa
ext-Alatet-O

b
ext) are significantly smaller

than the tetrahedral angles (109.5◦) as a consequence of the stress imposed on the AlatetO4

tetrahedron by one Y bonded to O1a and O1b in one side and another Y bonded to Oa
ext

and Ob
ext in the opposite side of the chain. Also note that d(Y-O1), which is an element of

one of these chains, is significantly shorter than d(Y-O2), which is not.

The AlatetO4 moiety shows some flexibility upon Y substitution by Ce and La. The changes

of the O-Al-O angles make them closer to the tetrahedral ones, more in La:YAG than in

Ce:YAG, releasing part of the angular stress and allowing the aluminum atom to have more
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sp3 character. The Alatet-O1 and Alatet-Oext distances are: 1.788-1.788 Å, 1.792-1.783 Å,

and 1.779-1.776 Å, in YAG, Ce:YAG, and La:YAG, respectively. Altogether, distances and

angles show that Ce pushes O1a and O1b opening the O1a-Alatet-O1b angle but elongating

the O1-Al bonds slightly, also slightly displacing Alatet, whereas the larger distortion induced

by La pushes O1a and O1b harder, both opening the O1a-Alatet-O1b angle and shrinking

the O1-Al bonds so much that Alatet is significantly displaced and the Oa
ext-Alatet-O

b
ext angle

is also significantly opened.

The overall distortion created by LaY in YAG is larger than the one created by CeY. This

is also shown by the defect stress energies, Estress, which are 323 meV/defect (31.2 kJ/mol)

for La:YAG and 125 meV/defect (12.1 kJ/mol) for Ce:YAG. Estress is defined as the dif-

ference between the energies per unit cell of the substituted material with the structure

of the host (YAG) and with the fully relaxed structure. Only local strains are considered

here. The fact that distortions beyond the second coordination shell are negligible supports

neglecting global strains at the considered dopant concentrations. Higher concentrations

would presumably demand them.

The energies for replacing an Y3+ ion by a Ce3+ and a La3+ ion are 0.113 eV (11 kJ/mol)

and 3.710 eV (358 kJ/mol) respectively, which refer to the processes 8 Y3Al5O12 + M3+
vacuum →

8 Y2.875M0.125Al5O12 + Y3+
vacuum with M being Ce and La, respectively. These defect formation

energies are small, the Ce one being smaller than that of La. Both of them are much smaller

than the equivalent ones of Ca-substitutional and Mg-substitutional defects, which amount

around 20 eV per defect as calculated in empirical shell-model simulations in Ref. 24. The

solution enthalpy of La2O3 in YAG that corresponds to the process 8 Y3Al5O12 + 1
2

La2O3

→ 8 Y2.875La0.125Al5O12 + 1
2

Y2O3, can be calculated out of the energies per unit cell of the

four solids; our result is 3.635 eV (351 kJ/mol).

2. Electronic structure

The band structures of La:YAG and Ce:YAG do not show significant differences with

that of YAG (Ref. 15) and they are not shown here. Total densities of states (DOS) and

projected densities of states (PDOS) of these materials are shown in Fig. 2 for La:YAG and

in Figs. 3 and 4 for Ce:YAG. The La impurity introduces 5p occupied states around -17 and

-12.5 eV (5s peaks at -29 eV) and 4f , 5d, and 6s empty states spread above 5 eV, with a
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prominent 4f peak at 6 eV that coincides with the Y empty states at the bottom of the

conduction band of the YAG host. Y, Al, and O states do not suffer significant distortions

with respect to YAG. The Ce impurity introduces 5p occupied states between -18 and -16 eV

and between -14 and -12 eV, and new states in the host gap: one isolated localized 4f state

with single occupancy 0.25 eV above the top of the valence band and empty states of 4f ,

5d and 6s character start appearing at 3.8 eV in the gap of YAG and show two prominent

4f peaks at 4.25 an 4.75 eV (the calculated band gap of YAG is 5.0 eV15). The difference

between occupied and empty states of the Ce impurity is 2.63 eV. This value is not to be

compared with the lowest 4f → 4f transitions in Ce:YAG, which are in fact much less

energetic,21 because changes in the occupancies of the unfilled shells will make the DOS and

PDOS to change very much. The same is true for all 4f → 4f , 4f → 5d, and 4f → 6s

transitions, which should not be assigned to the series of peeks in Fig. 4 (center) starting at

4.25 eV, 4.75 eV, 6.25 eV, and further on.

It is interesting to observe the effect of the Ce impurity on the PDOS of its first neighbor

oxygens, as shown in the bottom of Fig. 4. It reveals that, whereas the O2 PDOS remains

almost intact with respect to O in YAG, the O1 PDOS is significantly altered in the energy

region of Ce 4f occupied orbitals. The O1 PDOS gain in the 0.2-0.8 eV region indicates a

significant interaction between the atomic orbitals of the O1 oxygens and the Ce 4f orbitals

that is not shown by the O2 oxygens. The O1 oxygens are the ones that make the (-Y-AlO4-

Y-AlO4-)n tight chains in YAG.

B. Ce and La co-doped YAG

1. Structure

Seven CeY-LaY double substitutional defects of the material Y2.75Ce0.125La0.125Al5O12

have been studied, all of them corresponding to one CeY and one LaY per YAG unit cell.

The list spans all double substitutions of this kind in which the distance between the CeY

and LaY sites which are in the same YAG unit cell are, before relaxation, smaller than

or equal to the distance between this CeY site and another translation equivalent LaY site

lying in a different unit cell. In Table III we show the corresponding CeY-LaY distances and

the relative energies of the seven double defects, together with the reference Y-Y distances
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and the distances between impurities in different unit cells. The energy differences between

the defects are not large, but two of them are clearly more stable than the other: they

correspond the the smallest Ce-La distances. So, according to these calculations, the Ce

and La impurities tend to be as close as possible in Ce,La:YAG.

The structures of the two most stable double defects (defect 1 and defect 2 in Table III)

are shown in Fig. 5 and detailed in Table IV.

In defect 1, which is the most stable of all, there are significant distortions around the CeY

and LaY sites with respect to the single defects. The overall effect of La on the coordination

shell of Ce is an expansion (of 0.010 Å on average). On average, the four oxygens of type

O1, which are the nearest to Ce, experience an expansion of 0.019 Å, whereas the remaining

four oxygens, of type O2, which are the most distant to Ce, maintain their distance (average

expansion of 0.001 Å). On the other hand, the overall effect of Ce on the coordination

shell of La is a contraction (of 0.006 Å on average). In this case, the four nearest oxygens

of type O1 maintain their average distance to La whereas the more distant O2 oxygens

experience an average contraction of 0.013 Å. Individually, the eight oxygens around Ce

and the eight around La suffer very different displacements from their reference positions,

resulting in eight different Ce-O distances and eight different La-O distances, with the D2

local site symmetries around CeY in Ce:YAG and around LaY in La:YAG being completely

lost in Ce,La:YAG. The largest displacement is experienced by OB, which is one of the two

bridging oxygens between the CeO8 and LaO8 moieties; it increases its distance to Ce by

0.054 Å and gets closer to La by 0.040 Å. However, the other bridging oxygen, OA, does not

experience an important displacement. The displacement of OB may be observed together

with the change in the Ce-La distance and the displacements of other oxygens: Ce-La suffers

an elongation of 0.01 Å with respect to Ce-Y in Ce:YAG, which indicates that Ce and La

push each other and they shift away in order to relax the stress energy; Ce gets closer to O2

and La to Oc and to Od, all of them around 0.01 Å, as a result of Ce and La pushing each

other away (these are all oxygens opposite to the respective codopant), and the remaining

oxygens either stay or shift away a little bit from the impurities in order to accommodate

the previous atomic rearrangements.

It is interesting to see that the Ce-La distance is very similar to the Y-La distance in

La:YAG whereas it is significantly longer than the Ce-Y distance in Ce:YAG. This means

that the relative positions of the cations is dominated by La, which pushes away Ce and Y
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in an equal amount. Then, the effect of La-codoping on Ce in defect 1 can be described as

an anisotropic pushing that forces Ce to weaken its bonding with the bridging oxygen OB;

this oxygen gets away from Ce and closer to La and the remaining oxygens slightly relocate

their positions, both around Ce and around La.

In defect 2, where Ce and La locate at around 5.7 Å from each other, the distortions

around La with respect to La:YAG are negligible and the Ce-La distance is virtually equal

to the Y-La distance in La:YAG, although 0.01 Å shorter than Ce-Y in Ce:YAG. This

supports the idea developed after the analysis of defect 1 that La controls the relative cation

location (Ce-La in Ce,La:YAG and Y-La in La:YAG). As in defect 1, the anisotropic effect of

La on the Ce site alters the bonding between Ce and the oxygens, which in this case makes

significantly longer Ce-O3 and Ce-O5 and shorter O4 bonds, with an overall expansion of

the first coordination shell of oxygens of 0.009 Å (on average, the closest oxygens of type O1

expand 0.005 Å and the most distant O2 oxygens expand 0.012 Å). However, the feedback

effect of these rearrangements on the LaO8 moiety are negligible in this case because no

bridging oxygens are present and the surroundings of La are basically untouched with respect

to La:YAG.

As we have just seen, the overall effect of La on the first coordination shell of CeY for

the two most stable configurations of the double substitutional defects CeY-LaY is a local

expansion. This result does not support a recent hypothesis made in order to explain the red

shift experienced by the 5d → 4f luminescence of Ce:YAG upon Gd-codoping, according to

which there is a local lattice compression around the Ce3+ ions when Gd3+ ions are added

to replace Y3+ in the YAG lattice, in spite of the fact that the lattice constant expands

upon Gd-codoping Ce:YAG.10 Although Gd3+ and La3+ are different, both of them produce

red shift in Ce:YAG and they are expected to do it for a common reason.8 A wave function

based first-principles calculation of the type embedded cluster CASSCF/CASPT2 based on

the present atomistic structures25 shows they are consistent with a 4f → 5d red shift induced

by the La-codoping.

The stress energies of the double defects 1 and 2 are 0.465 eV/defect (44.8 kJ/mol) and

0.460 eV/defect (44.4 kJ/mol) respectively. These are the energy lowerings when all atoms

relax their positions after Ce substitutes one Y and La substitutes another Y. These values

are only slightly larger than the sum of the stress energies of the individual defects CeY

(0.125 eV/defect, 12.1 kJ/mol) and LaY (0.323 eV/defect, 31.2 kJ/mol): 0.448 eV/defect
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or 43.3 kJ/mol. The binding energy between two relaxed single defects to form one relaxed

double defect results to be 0.059 eV/defect (5.7 kJ/mol) for defect 1 and 0.062 eV/defect

(6.0 kJ/mol) for defect 2. Subtracting from these values the above relaxation energy differ-

ences (0.017 eV/defect and 0.012 eV/defect for defects 1 and 2) gives the binding energy

between the stressed (unrelaxed) single CeY and LaY defects to form the stressed double

CeY-LaY defects: 0.042 eV/defect (4.2 kJ/mol) for defect 1 and 0.050 eV/defect (4.9 kJ/mol)

for defect 2.

Relaxing the lattice constant with the presence of the double defects 1 and 2 gives small

expansions of 0.32% and 0.31% respectively. This, together with the short extension of the

distortions, suggest that the interactions between defects in adjacent unit cells are negligible

and, as in the case of single Ce and La defects, justifies neglecting global strains at the

dopant concentrations under consideration.

2. Electronic structure

In Fig. 6 we show the total DOS of Ce,La:YAG corresponding to the structure of defect

1, together with its PDOS of Ce, La, Y, Al, and O atoms and the orbital decomposition of

the Ce PDOS. The equivalent results in the case of defect 2 are very similar to these. The

total DOS of Ce,La:YAG resembles very much those of the parent materials Ce:YAG and

La:YAG, because the contribution of Y, Al, and O are very similar in the three materials.

Some features to remark are, first, that Ce,La:YAG shows the peaks between -14 and -12 eV

that correspond to the superposition of basically independent La-5p and Ce-5p states, and,

second, that the structure of the O-2p valence band is remarkably closer to the same band in

Ce:YAG than in La:YAG; this is the consequence of a mixing between 4f and O-2p states,

which is small but significant in Ce and negligible in La.

It is interesting to observe in the bottom of Fig. 6 the PDOS of OB in Ce,La:YAG

(Fig. 5), which is the oxygen in the CeO8 moiety that suffers the biggest effect upon La-

codoping. When we compare it with its PDOS in Ce:YAG we can see how the higher energy

contribution is slightly shifted to lower energies. This is a consequence of the bonding

between Ce and OB diminishing, since this is the contribution of the states with highest

mixing between Ce-4f and O-2p. The 0.25 eV shift to lower energies of the Ce states is also

experienced by its innermost 5s and 5p orbitals, which indicates that this is not a bonding
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effect, but the consequence of the change of the electrostatic field on Ce due to its off-center

displacement forced by the presence of La.

As we mentioned before in the case of Ce:YAG, we cannot identify peaks in the DOS

lying above the Fermi level of Ce,La:YAG with the observed 4f → 5d blue absorptions of

the Ce defects and, as a consequence, we cannot use these results to calculate the red-shift

experienced by these transitions upon La-codoping. In this respect, wave function based

embedded-cluster calculations on this materials can take advantage of the present structural

studies and be used to make reliable predictions on the effects of La-codoping on the shift of

the 4f → 5d electronic transitions. Such kind of calculations are presently being performed

in our lab and they will be the subject of a future report.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

First-principles periodic boundary conditions density-functional theory calculations have

been performed on the atomistic structure and electronic structure of Ce-doped, La-doped,

and Ce,La-codoped yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG) Y3Al5O12. In the CeY and LaY single

substitutional defects, the impurities produce expansions around them which are signifi-

cantly smaller than the ionic radii mismatches and the overall lattice distortions are found

to be confined within their second coordination spheres. In CeY-LaY double substitutional

defects, the impurities tend to be as close as possible. The effect of La-codoping on the local

structure around Ce defects in Ce:YAG is found to be an anisotropic expansion in overall,

in contrast with a recent proposition of local lattice compression.

The analysis of the electronic structure of Ce:YAG reveals that the Ce impurity introduces

4f occupied states in the 5.0 eV computed gap of YAG, peaking 0.25 eV above the top of the

valence band, and empty 4f , 5d, and 6s states starting at 3.8 eV in the gap and spreading

over the conduction band. A strong covalent interaction is found between Ce and the four

nearest oxygens of its eightfold coordination shell which is significantly larger than with

the four more distant oxygens. La-codoping produces very small effects on the electronic

structure of Ce:YAG, the most visible one being the decrease of covalent bonding with one

of the oxygen atoms, which shifts 0.05 Å away from Ce and gets 0.04 Å closer to La.
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TABLE I: Lattice constants and internal parameters of LaAlO3 (R3c, 167), cubic La2O3 (Ia3,

206), and hexagonal La2O3 (P3m1, 164).

LaAlO3

LDA (Ref. 40) GGA (Ref. 40) This work Experiment (Ref. 41)
a (Å) 5.306 5.417 5.375 5.36977
c (Å) 12.931 13.189 12.942 13.0860
xO 0.533 0.541 0.523 0.5288

La2O3 (cubic)
LDA (Ref. 42) This work Experiment (Ref. 43)

a (Å) 11.392 11.388 11.360
xO 0.3892 0.3796 0.385
yO 0.1482 0.1492 0.145
zO 0.3787 0.3782 0.380
xLa 0.9709 0.9712 0.965

La2O3 (hexagonal)
LDA (Ref. 42) This work Experiment (Ref. 43)

a (Å) 3.936 3.888 3.933
c (Å) 6.166 6.128 6.129
zO 0.6454 0.655 0.630
zLa 0.2469 0.231 0.235
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TABLE II: Distortions in the first and second coordination shells around CeY and LaY substi-

tutional defects with respect to pure YAG. For each atom, the following parameters are given:

δr∥ and δr⊥, which stand for its radial displacement along the M-atom axis and its perpendicular

displacement with respect to that axis, and Θ, which is the angle between the radial displacement

and the displacement vectors of the atom. α stands for angles between three atoms. Atom labels

correspond to Figure 1. Distances in Å, angles in degree.

YAG Ce:YAG La:YAG
M=Y M=Ce M=La

First coordination shell
M-O1 d(M-O1) 2.333 2.373 (+1.7%) 2.410 (+3.3%)

δr∥ - 0.041 0.076
δr⊥ - 0.004 0.027
Θ - 6.5 19.6

M-O2 d(M-O2) 2.446 2.468 (+0.9%) 2.522 (+3.1%)
δr∥ - 0.023 0.076
δr⊥ - 0.006 0.019
Θ - 12.0 14.2

α(O1a-M-O1b) 72.2 72.1 70.9
α(O2a-M-O2b) 108.2 107.9 107.5
α(O2b-M-O2c) 73.6 73.7 74.1

Second coordination shell
M-Alatet d(M-Alatet) 3.028 3.046 (+0.6%) 3.063 (+1.1%)

δr∥ - 0.012 0.034
δr⊥ - 0.000 0.000
Θ - 0.0 0.0

α(O1a-Alatet-O1b) 100.5 102.3 103.6
α(Oa

ext-Alatet-O
b
ext) 100.5 101.1 102.1

α(Oa
ext-Alatet-O1a) 114.1 113.4 112.8

M-Aloct d(M-Aloct) 3.386 3.401 (+0.4%) 3.410 (+0.7%)
δr∥ - 0.013 0.023
δr⊥ - 0.005 0.005
Θ - 20.4 12.7

M-Y d(M-Y) 3.709 3.718 (+0.2%) 3.726 (+0.5%)
δr∥ - 0.007 0.017
δr⊥ - 0.003 0.004
Θ - 25.2 13.9

M-Albtet d(M-Albtet) 3.709 3.718 (+0.2%) 3.727 (+0.5%)
δr∥ - 0.009 0.020
δr⊥ - 0.003 0.003
Θ - 20.2 7.8
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TABLE III: Distances between CeY and LaY defects in the same unit cell of Ce,La:YAG, in Å.

The values of the shortest inter-cell CeY-LaY distances are also given, together with the number

of such pairs. Relative defect energies with respect to the most stable, in meV and kJ/mol (in

parenthesis).

YAG Ce,La:YAG
d(Y-Y) d(CeY-LaY) d(CeY-LaY)

intra-cell inter-cell ∆E

defect 1 3.709 3.728 9.314 x 1 0 (0)
defect 2 5.666 5.654 8.290 x 1 3 (0.3)
defect 3 6.057 6.058 6.058 x 1 48 (4.6)
defect 4 6.772 6.781 6.783 x 1 35 (3.4)
defect 5 7.103 7.117 9.329 x 1, 9.334 x 1 12 (1.2)
defect 6 8.566 8.573 8.559 x 1, 8.563 x 1, 8.569 x 1 20 (1.9)
defect 7 10.491 10.494 10.484-10.499 x 7 21 (2.1)
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TABLE IV: Selected interatomic distances in the two most stable CeY-LaY disubstitutional defects

in Ce,La:YAG. The distances between Ce and La in the two defects are given, together with refer-

ence distances between atoms occupying the same sites in La:YAG, Ce:YAG, and YAG. Distances

between the substitutional atoms (Ce, La) and the oxygen atoms in their first coordination shell are

also given. Oxygen labels correspond to Figure 5. Type 1 and type 2 oxygens refer to O1 and O2

types of coordination oxygens in Table II. Distance changes with respect to single substitutional

defects in Ce:YAG and La:YAG are given in parentheses. Distances in Å, angles in degree.

YAG Ce:YAG La:YAG Ce,La:YAG
d(Y-Y) d(Ce-Y) d(Y-La) d(Ce-La)

defect 1 3.709 3.718 3.726 3.728
defect 2 5.666 5.668 5.651 5.654

defect 1 d(Ce-O) d(La-O)
Oxygens of type 1

OB 2.427 (+0.054) OA 2.417 (+0.007)
O1 2.385 (+0.012) Oa 2.412 (+0.002)
O4 2.374 (+0.001) Oc 2.399 (-0.011)
O5 2.383 (+0.010) Oe 2.416 (+0.006)

Oxygens of type 2
OA 2.470 (+0.002) OB 2.482 (-0.040)
O2 2.460 (-0.008) Ob 2.522 ( 0.000)
O3 2.513 ( 0.000) Od 2.510 (-0.012)
O6 2.477 (+0.009) Of 2.524 (+0.002)

defect 2 d(Ce-O) d(La-O)
Oxygens of type 1

O1 2.373 ( 0.000) Ob 2.409 (-0.001)
O2 2.366 (-0.007) Oc 2.411 (+0.001)
O5 2.407 (+0.034) Of 2.409 (-0.001)
O6 2.367 (-0.006) Og 2.411 (+0.001)

Oxygens of type 2
O3 2.512 (+0.044) Oa 2.524 (+0.002)
O4 2.453 (-0.015) Od 2.524 (+0.002)
O7 2.475 (+0.007) Oe 2.522 ( 0.000)
O8 2.476 (+0.008) Oh 2.518 (-0.004)
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FIG. 1: Partial representation of the first, second and third coordination shells around a Y site

in YAG. The Y site is labelled M. The eight oxygens in the first shell are labelled O1 and O2: a

couple of O1 oxygens belong to a common AlO4 moiety whereas each of the O2 oxygens belongs to

a different AlO4 moiety. The second shell is made of two Alatet aluminum atoms in the vertical axis,

which belong to the AlO4 moiety that shares two oxygens with M, plus four Albtet aluminiums in

tetrahedral sites, four Aloct aluminiums in octahedral sites, and four Y cations; the Albtet are linked

to the O2 oxygens, and the Aloct and Y cations are linked to one O1 and one O2 oxygens. The

third shell is made of all the remaining oxygens in the first coordination shells of the mentioned

cations. Note that the horizontal and vertical axes, as well as the axis perpendicular to them, are

C2 symmetry axes.

FIG. 2: PDOS of La, Y, Al, and O atoms in La:YAG, and total DOS of La:YAG and YAG. The

Fermi level is indicated with a dashed line.

FIG. 3: PDOS of Ce (α and β spins), Y, Al, and O atoms in Ce:YAG, and total DOS of Ce:YAG

and YAG. The Fermi level is indicated with a dashed line.

FIG. 4: Above: Orbital decomposition of the Ce α PDOS in Ce:YAG. Center: zoom over the

gap zone of the Ce α and β PDOS. Below: PDOS for the first neighbor oxygen atoms of the Ce

impurity in Ce:YAG O1 and O2 (Fig. 1), together with that of O in YAG and Ce in Ce:YAG for

comparison. The peak at 0.25 eV corresponds to one isolated localized state with single occupancy;

DOS and PDOS have been plotted by broadening eigenvalues with a gaussian peak width of 0.2eV.

FIG. 5: Representation of the two most stable CeY-LaY double substitutional defects. Above:

defect 1. Below: defect 2.
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FIG. 6: PDOS of Ce(α and β spins), La, Y, Al, and O atoms, total DOS, and orbital decomposition

of the Ce α PDOS for the most stable double substitutional defect (defect 1) in Ce,La:YAG. The

peak right above the top of the valence band corresponds to one isolated localized state with single

occupancy. The Fermi level is indicated with a dashed line.
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Figure 1 Muñoz-Garćıa and Seijo
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